reen Culleton, Paul Cox, Ger Murphy and Ken Cotter. Photos by Andrew C Podzorski.
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band all the time!
Maureen Culleton led us through the céilithe and
workshops with good humour and patience. Ger
Murphy and Ken Cotter kept us all buoyant with
their lively music on Friday night and Sunday. The
Rhine Valley Ceili Band played on Saturday night.
They have been playing in céilithe in Germany for
a couple of years now, and dancing to their music
is a delight. Led by Paul Cox on the Irish ute, he is
accompanied by the clear whistle playing of Anne
Seeger, Uli Dorsch on piano, and the well-known
Frank Weber on uilleann pipes. Frank's subtle playing of the pipes gives body and character to the
music, while still allowing the clear sound of the
other instruments to come through. The result is
well-rounded music with its own distinct bounce!
A number of years ago, the circular dancing area
gave André Lichtsteiner from Zurich an idea about
how to arrange the sets on the oor for the Clare
Lancers. The set is danced completely normally,
except that the rst tops have their backs to the
middle ofthe oor. The e‘ect is that in the lineups
in the nal gure, when the tops are leading, the rst
tops and half the sides all join together to form a circle in the centre 50 everyone l00ks to the outside
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the shores of Lake Constance, lies the quiet
village of Heiligenberg. Sitting in the sun on
the balcony of the Camphill Community School,
duringaset dancing workshop weekend,17—19 April,
there was a glorious view over the clouds of apple
blossom oating over the hillsides. Splashes of cowslips lit up the meadows like sunbeams touching the
land. The school nestles on the slopes below the village amongst a host ofdifferent owering trees and
grassy slopes covered in wild owers. Woodpeckers
worked the wood, and goldnches itted through
the branches.
The weekend started as always with a school meal!
This was not the type of school meal that you and
know. There was a magnicent spread of all sorts
of vegetarian salads, air-dried hams, cooked hams,
salamis, platters of local and Swiss cheeses, not to
mention the desserts!
This year was the eleventh set dance workshop in
Heilingenberg. Organised by Sonke Speck and his
keen dancers, it's an event looked forward to by
many. Apart from the setting and school meals, there
are a number ofspecial things about this weekend.
The round dancing area and domed ceiling, for one,
leads to a lot of amusement, especially during sets
with a lot of swings and houses. Few sets had rst
tops that managed to stay with their backs to the
I
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of the dance

area. The second tops and their side
dancers form an outside circle all looking towards
the centre. The circles come together and part in
the advance and retire. When the sides lead the lineup, a star is formed where each spoke of the star is
formed from two lines of dancers. The advance and
retire in the star results in a caliper eiect in the arms
of the star. It's surprisingly easy to dance, and beautiful to watch for the spectators.
The workshops concentrated on new sets. Padraig
McEneany's Croisloch Set, that many people now
know, was picked up easily even though the movements dier in many ways from what we are used
to in the common sets. More challenging was Pat
Murphy's Metal Bridge Lancers. An interesting set
and fun to dance, but the fourth gure does need
practice and concentration! The Heiligenberg Set
was the nal set taught in the workshops. Composed
by Sonke, the set had many interesting aspects and
was danced in the Saturday and Sunday céilithe. For
those visiting Maureen's festival in Ballyn, Co Laois,
this summer, you'll have the opportunity of dancing it there. Apart from the normal sets, we danced
a number of less common sets like the Ternplebeg,
Camp, Hurry the Jug and Metal Bridge Lancers. >
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well into the small wee hours. lt started not lon
.
.
after the ceili as everyone was cooling down after
the very lively dancing. Instruments were taken
out, tunes bounced between the musicians, and
ever one was relaxed and rinnin . As we relaxed,
Wolfgang Werner from Paderborn in Westfalen,
Germany, took out piano accordion and started to
play tunes all could sing and laugh to. The evening
warmed up again and one song followed another, in
English, German and lrish. Maureen delighted us all
with songs in lrish and English, and was accompanied
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that all were well
care of in the breaks with a continuously
'e_:§eifsI1ed buffet of cakes, tarts, desserts and bis‘:1-_=rjust had to dance to work off the calories.
Satufdaj," night saw a great session that went on
:5,-Aces dancers also ensured
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ofthe time.

Ken sur rised man

of us

.

with h|s rich voice.
The weekend was great cra|c! For some, thefun contmued on the train to Frankfurt where two dancof the Labasheeda
ers were seen dancin 8 the m
Set in a compartment in a high speed train hurtling through the green countryside at 23oi<iv\/hour!
The Heiligenberg weekend is the herald of spring,
and is a must on the calendars of central European
set dancers. Thank you Sonke!
Andrew C ’Podz0rski, Frankfurt, Germany

